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Abstract. In this work we present an algorithm for k-anonymization
of datasets that are changing over time. It is intended for preventing
identity disclosure in dynamic datasets via microaggregation. It supports adding, deleting and updating records in a database, while keeping
k-anonymity on each release.
We carry out experiments on database anonymization. We expected
that the additional constraints for k-anonymization of dynamic databases
would entail a larger information loss, however it stays close to MDAV’s
information loss for static databases.
Finally, we carry out a proof of concept experiment with directed
degree sequence anonymization, in which the removal or addition of
records, implies the modiﬁcation of other records.
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1

Introduction

Dynamic publication of databases and combining data from diverse sources
increases privacy risks, any privacy model must satisfy requirements such as linkability, composability and computability to be useful for big data anonymization
[1,2]. Composability means that the privacy guarantees of the model are preserved (possibly to a limited extent) after repeated independent application of
the privacy model. In [3], it was proved that linking two k-anonymous datasets
does not imply that the obtained data set is k-anonymous for any k > 1. That
is, k-anonymity in general does not guarantees composability.
However, in this paper we show that composability may be achieved considering that the data is managed by only one central holder as in the case of
a dynamic database. Thus, providing a general algorithm for k-anonymity of
dynamic data.
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The concept of k-anonymity was deﬁned in [4] and [5]. This model assures
that any individual in the dataset is indistinguishable from at least other k − 1
individuals in terms of quasi-identiﬁer attributes values (QI).
The deﬁnition of k-anonymity for graphs can be restated considering that
the attacker knows a speciﬁc property P of a graph, see [6]. In this case, the
structural property P of the graph is the equivalent to a QI in a database. An
example of this property P is the degree of the nodes [7].
Graph modiﬁcations to guarantee k-degree anonymity have additional
restrictions, for example, the k-anonymous degree sequences must be graphic,
i.e., they must correspond to the sequence of degrees of a graph. Some theoretical conditions for degree sequences to be graphic and applications to k-degree
anonymization and edge randomization can be found in [8,9].
In this paper we provide a general algorithm based on microaggregation,
considering that the tuples of dynamic databases are represented as points in
metric spaces, and the databases are updated and published several times. We
present examples of the application of our algorithm for databases and degree
sequences of directed graphs.
1.1

Related Literature

There are several papers that provide k-anonymity for multiple publications of
databases by means of generalizations. In [10], k-anonymity is guaranteed on
incremental updates. The authors use generalization as the method for aggregation of the records and reduce the generalization granularity as incremental
updates arrive. Their approach guarantees the k-anonymity on each release, and
also on the inferred table using multiple releases, by full-domain generalization,
using multidimensional partitioning with Mondrian algorithm [11].
Sequential anonymization of a given release T1 in the presence of a previous release T2 is considered in [12]. So, the authors consider the case when
releasing new attributes associated to same set of individuals. They use generalization/specialization to guarantee (X, Y )-anonymity on sequential releases by
leveraging the fact that generalizing join attributes makes more matches, cf. [12].
Shmueli et al. [13] extended the framework that was considered in [12], considering also k-linkability and k-diversity, and achieve them by local recoding
(in contrast to Wang et al. global recoding). They expressed the constraints for
k-anonymization in sequential release with continuous data publishing scenario,
as an R-partite graph, where R is the number of releases. Then, to compute
properly the level of linkability or diversity, it is needed to identify all the
R-cliques that are part of a perfect matching in the R-partite graph. This was
shown to be NP-hard for R > 2 in [13].
These approaches were improved in [14] with the guarantee that an adversary
cannot link any quasi-identiﬁer tuple with any sensitive value with probability
greater than 1/. Their application scenario is of sequential release publishing
in which the set of tuples is ﬁxed, while the set of attributes changes from one
release to another.
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Byun et al. [15] consider record insertions and provide guarantees of -diversity,
by delayed publishing and maintaining published histories on dynamic databases.
The ﬁrst study to address both record insertions and deletions in data republication, is proposed in [16]. It proposes a new privacy notion called minvariance, if a record r has been published in subsequent releases R1 , . . . , Ri ,
then all QI groups containing r must have the same set of sensitive values. They
add “counterfeit tuples” and use generalization for anonymization. Moreover,
Bu et al. [17] show that the same guarantee of m-invariance, may be used for
attribute disclosure.
The problem of k-anonymization of data streams was studied in [18], in which
a data stream is modeled as an inﬁnite append-only sequence of tuples with an
incremental order that stores also information about when the data have been
collected. In that case, the delay in which data is published is relevant, hence they
add a constraint that considers the maximum allowed time of a tuple staying in
memory before its output.
It is important to note that in all previous cases the method for anonymization was based on generalization, while we will consider microaggregation, which
to our knowledge, has not been used before for k-anonymizing dynamic data,
except for k-anonymization of documents in [19]. Moreover, our method may be
used for additions, suppressions and updates.

2

Proposed Method

We represent by Dt the publication of database D at timestamp t.
To maintain the generality, we denote the elements of the database as pairs
(xj , t), in which xj represents the QIs of individual j at timestamp t. Thus, xj
are vectors in a metric space of QIs.
Our algorithm for dynamic anonymization (Algorithm 1) works as follows:
From database D we obtain a k-anonymous database D̃, by applying the
MDAV microaggregation method [20,21]. We obtain the groups C1 , . . . , Cm with
k1 , . . . , km elements (all ki ≥ k) and centroids c1 , . . . , cm .
Now, each element x of the database D is represented by some ci with i ≤ m
in the anonymized database D̃. Since we are assuming that the space of QIs is
a metric space, then we can obtain the Voronoi tessellation of the set of points,
that is, we partition the space with respect to the points C = c1 , . . . , cm as
follows: Pi = {x ∈ D : d(x, ci ) ≤ d(x, cj ) for all j ≤ m} therefore we obtain the
partition P = P1 , . . . , Pm of the space D.
Starting from this partition, when modifying the database by adding a record
x in timestamp t, denoted as add(x, t), we calculate the centroid with minimum
distance to x, d(x, ci ) ≤ d(x, cj ), assign x to the corresponding set Pi , and update
the count ki to ki + 1. If ki + 1 equals 2k, then all the elements in Pi are used to
recalculate new cluster centroids ci and cm+1 to replace former centroid ci . Note
that, the other assignments of records in groups Pj = Pi remain unchanged.
If a former element x ∈ D is removed on timestamp t, denoted remove(x, t)
= ∅, the count ki of the partition Pi that contained x is updated (ki = ki − 1),
whenever ki = 0 the centroid ci is removed.
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Variable2

Variable2

For updating an element at timestamp t, we are removing the original value
remove(x, t) and adding the updated value add(x, t). When making several
updates at the same time, the algorithm works in a similar way.
A simple example is depicted in Fig. 1. We consider k-anonymization of data
on two variables and k = 2. In this example, adding the green nodes allows us
to update the centers (red triangles) in the right partition. Note that the left
size center is not updated, otherwise this will give information about the newly
added point.

Variable1

Variable1

Fig. 1. Improving utility by adding records

3

Empirical Evaluation

If an individual’s record belongs to multiple databases, even when it belongs to
k-anonymous groups on each of them, his anonymity may be reduced to a value
lower than k when the following property does not hold.
Property 1. In the case of multiple releases of the same database, if an individual x is known to belong to a set S1 of k-elements on release t1 and is also
known to belong to a set S2 of k-elements on release t2 , then x is known to belong
to a set of |S1 ∩ S2 | which may be less than |S1 | and |S2 |, unless S1 ⊂ S2 or vice
versa.
When we add records to a database, following our Dynamic algorithm we
guarantee that this property holds by assigning the new records to groups of at
least k records. Only when a set S1 has at least 2k elements, we can divide it
in sets S2 , S3 ⊂ S1 without breaking Property 1. Hence, our Dynamic algorithm
maintains k-anonymity.
Deleting records may be more problematic because if a group has k records,
deleting one node and publishing the remaining would decrease the anonymity
set to k − 1, this is the reason of not deleting any node until the entire group of
k has been deleted in our approach.
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Algorithm 1. Algorithm for dynamic k-anonymity
Input: k-anonymous database D, centroids C = c1 , . . . , cm , partitions
P = P1 , . . . , Pm , counts K = k1 , . . . , km , timestamp t, operation σ.
Output: k-anonymous database Dt , updated centroids Ct , and counts Kt
if σ = add((x, t), D) then
b = argmini d(x, ci ) (Add x to group Cb )
kb = k b + 1
if kb + 1 = 2k then
(Pb , Pm+1 ) = Apply MDAV to the points in Pb
C = C \ cb
C = C ∪ {cb , cm+1 }
Pb = ∅
end
end
if σ = remove((x, t), D) then
b = argmini d(x, ci ) (assign b to buﬀer of removals Rb )
k b = kb − 1
if kb = 0 then
C = C \ cb
Rb = ∅
end
end
return (Dt , Ct , Kt , Pt )

For measuring the information loss, we use the average Euclidean distance
to the anonymized records:
IL(D, D̃) =

1 
d(xi , x̃i )
n
1≤i≤n

Here we are considering xi the original record, x̃i its corresponding
anonymized record, and d the Euclidean distance.
We apply our method to a database and a graph, to test it under two different assumptions, only adding records, or deleting and updating. Since there
is no other microaggregation algorithm for dynamic data, we must compare our
algorithm to MDAV that is designed for static data.
We use a subset of 4000 records from the census-income dataset from UCI
repository [22] which has 40 attributes. We choose these 4000 records such that
at least 5 of their 7 continuous attributes are diﬀerent from 0. These 7 attributes
correspond to age, wage per hour, capital gains, capital losses, dividends from
stocks, number of persons that worked for employer and weeks worked in the
year.
We start with the ﬁrst 2000 records, obtain a k-anonymous version of the
database and the centroids c1 , . . . , cm . Then, we add the records one by one and
recalculate the information loss measure IL every time we add a record. In Fig. 2,
we plot dynamic k-anonymizations for k = 2, 5 and compare them to applying the
MDAV algorithm for the static dataset with 2000, 2250, 2500, . . . , 4000 records.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of MDAV and dynamic algorithms when adding or updating nodes
in a database and a graph

It is interesting to note that our Dynamic algorithm is not monotone since
the subdivision step happens only when 2k values have been gathered on the
same group, it increases the information loss locally until the subdivision, that
improves it, see Fig. 2.
Next, we apply our method to the degree sequence of the polblogs directed
network [23], which has 1490 nodes and 19090 edges, that represent political
blogs in the US. In this case, deleting a node implies that all its relations are
deleted, hence the degrees of its neighboring nodes are updated and consequently
their corresponding records. The degrees of the nodes are represented as points in
a 2-dimensional space where the coordinates represent the in-degree and the outdegree, and it is this set of coordinates that we anonymize. We deleted iteratively
7 nodes, until deleting 700 and remaining with a graph with 790 nodes, and made
a comparison between MDAV and our algorithm for k = 5, see Fig. 2.
Note that the information loss is worse for Dynamic algorithm than for
MDAV as the updates may generate additional nodes. Using microaggregation for degree anonymization has additional subtleties, for example, not all
the degree sequences are graphic. More details and methods to obtain k-degree
anonymous directed graphs are explored in [24].

4

Conclusions

We deﬁned a general dynamic k-anonymity algorithm, that uses microaggregation and guarantees k-anonymity in a database with additions, deletions and
updates of records. We compared our algorithm with the well-known MDAV
algorithm, and found out that MDAV performs slightly better, suggesting that
the restrictions of k-anonymity for dynamic databases, do not damage considerably the information loss.
As future work, we will apply our dynamic k-anonymity algorithm for
anonymizing geolocated data and documents. Also, we would like to integrate
further constraints such as -diversity or t-closeness to the algorithm.
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